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Abstract
Despite growing interest in traditional and Internet auctions, the marketing literature on auctions is sparse. This
paper outlines selected aspects of the research opportunity. We provide a brief description of the major auction

mechanisms, outline key concepts and results from the economic analysis of auctions, and summarize the key
findings in empirical tests of auction theory. We then identify areas for future research on auction markets,
particularly those of interest to marketers in the new contexts created by the Internet.

Key words: auctions, bidding behaviour, e-markets, experimental economics, economic psychology

Traditional auctioneers recognize the importance of marketing in their trade and discuss
advertising principles and "the psychology of selling" as keys to auctioneering success.
The growing popularity of Internet auctions is also driving new product-market and
pricing models, revised channel roles, and new market research methods (Business Week
2001; Herschlag and Zwick 2000). Yet, the marketing literature on auctions is quite sparse.
Despite suggestions (Rothkopf 1991) that auctions are a fertile area of study for marketing
scientists, only a few theoretical and empirical papers (e.g., Sinha and Greenleaf 2000;
Hoffman et al. 1993) address the topic. The anomaly has prompted calls for more research

on auctions in marketing (Bazerman 2001; McAfee and McMillan 1996). This paper
focuses attention on selected aspects of the research opportunity. We set the stage with a
brief description of the four major auction mechanisms, outline key concepts and results
from the economic analysis of auctions, and summarize the key findings in empirical tests

of auction theory. We then identify areas for future research on auction markets,
particularly those of interest to marketers in the new contexts created by the Internet.1

1. Auction Theory
Four basic auction mechanisms (ascending-bid, descending-bid, first-price sealed bid and
second-price sealed bid) are commonly discussed in the literature. We briefly describe each
mechanism, assuming that a single object is for sale and that a seller and several bidders
operate without agents (Klemperer 1999).

1.1. Auction Mechanisms

In ascending-bid auctions, the object's price is raised until only a single bidder remains.
This winning bidder pays a price equal to her last bid (usually a small amount more than
the second highest bid). The auction is "open," i.e., the participants know the best current

bid. In the "English" variant, a participant may hold back or enter bids at any time until a

winner emerges (i.e., bidder exit information is not public). In the so-called "Japanese"
variant, the price is increased continuously and bidders remain active until they exit
publicly and irrevocably. Although rare in practice, many theoretical analyses assume the
Japanese variant, in which the observed bids and exits provide information on the number
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of bidders, their willingness to bid, and their underlying valu

also called an open second-price auction.
In descending-bid ("Dutch") auctions, the auctioneer starts w
progressively lowers it. The prevailing price is posted and kno

first bidder to indicate a willingness to take the object at the pr

Because winners in open descending auctions pay their bid pric

called an open first-price auction. In contrast to open auctions
auctions submit their bids without seeing others' bids. In a f
auction, the highest bidder wins and pays his/her bid price. I
(SPSB) auction, the highest bidder also wins, but pays a price
bid. This mechanism is called a "Vickrey auction" after Vickre
its properties.

1.2. Baseline Theoretical Analyses

Auction mechanisms are usually analyzed as non-cooperative, i

and asymmetric) information games among competing bidders

Bayesian Nash equilibrium in which bidders maximize their ow

this single auction conditional on their rivals' strategies and th

information (McAfee and McMillan 1987). The baseline analys
auctions and a set of n symmetric and risk neutral bidders.

Information Sets. Auction models differ in their assump

information sets. In private value models, each bidder is assu
valuation of the object, but not others' valuations. In the base
assumed to be independent draws from a commonly known

Bidders' valuations vary, but are assumed to be unaffecte
contrast, with common value models, the object has the same

for all bidders. However, bidders vary in their private "s
"common" value, with the signals assumed to be independ

continuous distribution. Bidders are uncertain of the object's w
information about others' signals revealed during the auction.

Milgrom and Weber (1982) formulated a general model in w
private signal of the object's value. Other value measures (e.g.,

may also be accessible to sellers (but not to bidders). Bidd

functions of their own signals, others' signals, and the other
signals and additional value measures are affiliated, i.e., their join

an information environment in which a higher value of some v

of the other variables more likely.2 The independent private v

case in which bidders' signals are independent, and no addition

common value (CV) model is a contrasting case in which there
measure with all bidders' valuations equal to it.
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With IPVs, it is a dominant strategy for a bidder in an ascending auction to continue
bidding until the price reaches her value. Eventually, the highest-value bidder wins, paying

a price equal to the second-highest bid or a small amount more. In an SPSB auction, it is
optimal for a bidder who knows her own value to submit a sealed bid equal to that value.
At the dominant strategy equilibrium, the highest-value bidder wins at a price equal to the

bid of the second-highest-value bidder. Thus, ascending and the SPSB auctions are
equivalent if bidders know their private values.3
In CV auctions, the bidders independently estimate the object's value. If all bidders use
the same monotonic strategy, and they all have unbiased estimates of value, then the high

bidder has the highest of the unbiased estimates. However, the highest of the unbiased
estimates is biased upwards. If bidders do not allow for this "order statistic property" in
choosing their bids then (on average) the object will be worth less than the winning bid.
This bad news implicit in winning is labeled the "winner 's curse" (Capen et al. 1971). It is
assumed that rational bidders can avoid the winner's curse (in equilibrium) by adjusting
their bids downwards. Theoretically, this adjustment is costless since a bidder pays nothing
if she loses.

Revenue Equivalence Theorem. Vickrey (1961) provided the earliest conceptualization
and results on the equivalence (at equilibrium) of the expected revenues of various auction

mechanisms. A contemporary statement of the Revenue Equivalence (RE) theorem
(Klemperer 1999) is:
Assume n symmetric risk neutral potential buyers of an object, each with a private
signal (*!,..., tn) drawn independently from a common distribution F(t) that is strictly
increasing and atomless on [te, th]. Then, as long as (1) the object always goes to the
buyer with the highest signal t^y, and (2) the buyer with the lowest feasible signal (te)
expects zero surplus, any auction mechanism yields the same expected revenue, and
each bidder makes the same expected payment as a function of his/her signal.

The theorem implies that with risk-neutral bidders and independent signals, the
expected revenue from any auction mechanism equals the winning bidder's expected
marginal revenue (Bulow and Klemperer 1998). Also, from the seller's perspective, any of
the auction mechanisms is optimal (revenue maximizing) as long as the RE conditions are
supplemented by an optimal reserve price, below which no sale occurs.
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1.3. Theoretical Extensions

Affiliated Signals. Milgrom and Weber (1982) show that the RE results do not hold
across all auction mechanisms if bidders' signals are affiliated. In (Japanese) open
ascending auctions, bidding and exit behaviors are public and partially reveal the bidders'
signals. With affiliation, this information should lead to higher prices relative to SPSB

auctions where the signals are not revealed. In FPSB auctions, the winning bidder's
expected payment is equal to her bid and does not depend on her valuation. However, in
SPSB auctions, the winning bidder's expected payment depends not only on her bid, but

also on her valuation (since the distribution of the remaining bids depends on her
valuation). Thus, the bidder's expected payment rises with her own value since payment
depends on estimates of competitors' values that are affiliated with her own (Milgrom
1989). Hence, the expected payment (and revenues) in SPSB auctions should be higher
than in FPSB auctions. In summary, if bidder signals are affiliated, expected revenues are
highest for open ascending auctions. SPSB auctions rank next, and are followed by FPSB
auctions. The strategic equivalence of FPSB and open descending auctions holds generally
for single objects (even if bidders do not know their private values). Table 1 (adapted from

Klemperer 1999) compares bid strategies and winner payments (expected seller revenue)
for various auction mechanisms with value/signal sets drawn from a uniform distribution.4

Risk Aversion. Consider first a risk-averse seller facing risk neutral buyers. With IPV,
analyses of the expected prices and associated variances (Vickrey 1961) show that the risk-

averse seller should be indifferent between the FPSB and descending auctions, and
between SPSB and ascending auctions, with the former pair preferred to the latter.
Other results (Waehrer et al. 1998) show an FPSB auction with an appropriate reserve
price should be preferred to other mechanisms. In first- and second-price auctions, the
more risk-averse a seller, the lower the optimal reserve price. Also, given two first-price
auctions with reserve prices and entry fees implying the same screening level, risk-averse
sellers prefer the auction with the lower entry fee.
These IPV results differ when risk-averse bidders face a risk-neutral seller. If a bid level

in an FPSB auction is optimal for risk-neutral bidders, risk-averse bidders should bid more

aggressively, since losing bidders get nothing and a higher bid raises the probability of
winning (even if with a lower surplus). However, in SPSB (open ascending) auctions, it
remains a dominant strategy for bidders to bid their values (continue bidding until the bid

price exceeds their values). Thus, with a risk-neutral seller and risk-averse buyers,
expected revenues are higher for FPSB and open descending auctions than for SPSB
and open ascending auctions. However (see McAfee and McMillan 1987) the first-price
auction may not be optimal for risk-neutral sellers who may wish to trade on risk and raise

revenues by penalizing (subsidizing) low (high) bidders.

Information Asymmetries. Bidders lacking private information (or whose signal is
known to another bidder) have no expected surplus at equilibrium in first- or second-

price auctions (Milgrom and Weber 1982). However, a bidder with even a small
asymmetric information advantage over all competing bidders who otherwise have the
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same common signal ("almost common values") enjoys a l
open ascending auctions, particularly in those without entry

first-price auctions, the symmetric equilibrium is less se

information structure (Klemperer 1998). Also, bidder signal
from a common distribution, and revenue-maximizing auct
bidder with the highest marginal revenue (versus highest valu
from different distributions (i.e., different underlying dem
revenue functions) a first-price auction maximizes revenue b
than a second-price auction (Maskin and Riley 1985).

Number of Bidders. In the baseline (IPV) case, RE holds w

know the number of buyers («) before bidding. However, RE d

outcomes. In open ascending and SPSB auctions, the price

highest valuation. However, prices are generally unequal in th
auctions. The dominant strategy for bidders in SPSB auctions
to bid their value (remain in the auction until the bid price e
(Table 1) bidders in the open descending and the FPSB auctio

than their value, with the extent depending on n. Prices incr
competition drives bids up, approaching the highest value in
auctions for large n (McAfee and McMillan 1987).

2. Empirical Tests of Auction Theory
2.1. Tests with Field Data

One stream of empirical tests of auction theory focuses on estimating the underlying
probability distribution of bidder valuations assuming Bayesian-Nash equilibrium strategies. The tests use cross-sectional bid data (e.g., for drainage lease auctions). Hendricks
and Paarsch (1995) discuss a "structural approach" to estimating bid distributions for
various auction mechanisms. The bid distribution is specified and estimated either in

parametric form using maximum likelihood or non-linear least squares, or using nonparametric methods without explicit distributional assumptions (given data on all bids)

The approach is tractable if IPVs are assumed, but identification is difficult for the range of

distributions in the CV paradigm (Laffont 1997).

2.2. Laboratory Experimental Tests

A second research stream tests behavioral predictions of auction theory using laboratory
experiments. The approach examines whether, given a set of buyer valuations and the

underlying distribution of valuations, the bids and auction outcomes correspond to
Bayesian Nash equilibrium strategies (see Kagel 1995).
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causes more exits, which reduces bidder aggressiveness (Cox et a

(Kagel and Levin 1991; Lind and Plott 1991; Cox et al. 2001)

eliminating explanations that subjects bid aggressively because th
to their starting cash balance.
Thus, in FPSB auctions, the winner's curse exists but is attenu
bidders. The attenuation stems from both bidder exits and learnin

(Cox et al. 2001). With SPSB auctions, Kagel et al. (1994) report s
RNNE theory. Also, contrary to the prediction that SPSB bids s
with higher n, bid strategies are unchanged. The data also show th
are unable to avoid the winner's curse in open ascending auction
above corresponding signal values, and tend to raise the winnin

AV Model Tests. Experiments with affiliated signals use procedu
the CV model (Kagel 1995). For SPSB auctions, bids consistently
whereas results for open ascending auctions are consistent with R
some learning). With FPSB auctions, the RNNE model fits the d
selected discounting models incorporating strategic responses to
revelation of vt raises revenue. The intuition is that revealing vt
lower signals, who then raise their bids in an effort to win. Th
pressure on bidders with higher signals, raising prices and revenu
is smaller and has greater variability (attributed to risk aversio
bidding errors, respectively) relative to RNNE theory (Kagel et

Risk Aversion. The risk aversion explanation of bidding abov

controversial. Cox et al. (1988) show that a model assuming hete

power function utility (constant relative risk aversion - CRRA) fit
better than models with symmetric risk neutral or risk-averse

concave utility model (that nests CRRA and, in turn, the RN mode
the data (Cox and Oaxaca 1996). Others argue that aggressive bidd

expected costs of deviation from RNNE in some study settings (K
phenomenon persists even with higher expected deviation costs (S
and tests using loss functions of expected deviation costs imply t

tests based on prices, bids and values (Cox and Oaxaca 1996).

using binary lotteries to control risk preferences in testing auctio

Asymmetric Information. Empirical tests of auction theory pre
metric information are rare. The escalating strategic advantage

common value" situations is unexplored. In tests involving ex

"insider" bidder with certain knowledge of value) the outsiders
than the expected value conditional on winning. Their bids remai
knowledge of an insider or an asymmetrically informed rival, a

persists (Kagel 1995).
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incorporates features of each scenario where bidder values depen
signals but also on those of others. However, there is little taxon
sellers on how values may be correlated for real goods and servi
outcomes. It is also unclear how the AV model handles cases wh
have negatively and/or asymmetrically correlated values.

Experimenters (e.g., Kagel 1995) have used elegant procedures
satisfying a technical definition of affiliation (Milgrom and We

"fictitious commodity" studies leave questions about subjec

culturally share affinity for common objects, take cues from b

open auctions, or emulate others based on perceived expe

Experiments in richer environments with real objects (scaled f
properties) and studies manipulating bidding and exit maneuver

tives (e.g., bidders imbued with product and process expert

distance) may illuminate value construction processes in variou
The methodology must account for sequential dependencies an
losses that drive rates and patterns of adaptive learning. Design
discriminate learning processes that truly alter value from "in
(Bikhchandani et al. 1992), where affiliation induces strategic e
bidders without consideration of one's private signal.

3.3. Bidding Strategy

The winner's curse continues to generate debate (e.g., Cox and Is

Campbell et al. 1999). The evidence suggests that endogeno
experience reduce the winner's curse in fictitious commodity
Yet, as in the AV experiments, the studies do not address whether

level or whether individual bidders learn to exorcise the winner

adjusting their bids. Bazerman (2001) suggests that consumers m
receive good values in auctions. Whether or not they experienc
upon bidding aggressively and winning may depend on their cog
factual reasoning (Tsiros and Mittal 2000) and their facility wi
(e.g., dissonance and attribution) for managing the emotions o
relevant issue is whether sellers in CV auctions experience the rec
winner's curse. Finally, recent research (Cox and Hayne 2001) ex

in CV situations where committees prepare bids, and also co
individuals on their rational use of information.

3.4. Internet Auctions

Internet auctions appeal widely to consumers and collectors (Business Week 2001) and are

providing new field results for academics (Ariely and Simonson 2002; Haubl and
Popkowski-Leszczyc 2001). Auctioning collectible trading cards over the Internet,
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3.5. Alternative Auction Formats

The Internet raises new questions about the design of alternative auction formats to impose

regularity and discipline on the behavior of market participants. One issue is how the
winning bidders are identified. Although traditional auctions sell to the highest bidder, an
alternative is to use probabilistic rules to determine winners.5 Also, in multi-stage auctions,

the sequence of mechanisms and information revelation across stages should influence
bidder strategies, fairness perceptions and allocation efficiency. Hence, judicious sequen-
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cing may show how values and bidding strategies evolve. An
auctions end. The finish time may be random (drawn from a

tion), or involve "soft" (e.g., Amazon.com) or "hard" (e.

mechanisms change with buyer/seller experimentation, rese
institutional features influence bidding behavior and price/re
Ockenfels 2002).
Auctions can accommodate marketing practices such as bund
complementary value. Research on multiunit auctions is spar
theoretical analysis (e.g., Palfrey 1983) or for building ground
field experiments. Rothkopf (2002) notes the possibility of be
synergies associated with a group of assets through combina
bidders to submit bids for self-selected combinations.

More research is needed on price formation processes in double auction markets where
buyers and sellers are treated symmetrically in terms of submitting bids and asks (e.g.,

Friedman and Rust 1993). The goals driving the choice of matching and allocation
procedures in these markets may vary. For example, the matching market trading
institution which progressively matches the highest bids and the highest asks should
maximize transaction volume. However, tests (Rich and Friedman 1998) show that such
institutions may generate variable trading volume and compromise efficiency relative to
the standard uniform price trading institution.

Effective market mechanisms should facilitate truthful revelation of values, encourage
relevant player participation, and resist invasion by alternative institutions. Recent
successes and failures in cyberspace markets (e.g., eBay and Priceline.com respectively)
raise new institutional issues (Friedman et al. 2001). Should sniping be discouraged via
institutional rules or permitted with transaction fees linked to elapsed time? Should access
to order flow information be restricted and how should access rules and fees be structured?

Should automated buyers and sellers be encouraged? New theories, backed by simulations
of trade and market interactions, are needed to identify factors that hinder or make

exchange costly in cyberspace markets, and to suggest how institutional structure
(including intermediary functions) may mitigate these obstacles. Evidently, initial predic-

tions of widespread "disintermediation" in cyberspace markets were based on simplistic
premises.

4. Conclusion

Marketers face rich opportunities for theoretical, empirical and experimental researc

buyer and seller behavior in auctions. This paper has selectively reviewed the econ

theory of auctions and provided a synopsis of the key findings of empirical tests. We
identified several future research questions, including those arising in the new ma

contexts created by the Internet. We hope that the discussion stimulates additional work

enriches our understanding of firm and consumer behavior in the emerging marketp
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Notes
1 . Due to space constraints, this version of the paper is significantly abridged and contains a selected reference

list that focuses on more recent papers. An unabridged version (Chakravarti et al. 2002) which contains
additional discussion and a complete list of references is available from the first author.
2. Two signals t\ and t2 are affiliated if for all t\ > fx and f2 > t% (where ft and f/ are different realizations of

U and fit\,t2) is the joint density function of the signals), we satisfy the relationship [/(^,4)*
/W.#)]>[/W.#)-/W.*2)]. Applying the conditional probability law (i.e.f /(f,,f2) = [gCifc)- *fe)].
where g(/j |r2) is the conditional density of t\ given f2, and h(t2) is the marginal density of t2) this translates to

the Monotone Likelihood Ratio Property \g(t\ I^VgW'l^)] > feW l^'VgtW)]- with independent signals, this
affiliation condition holds weakly (i.e., as an equality). Affiliation has a stronger implication than the simple
existence of a global correlation between the signals and requires local positive correlation everywhere in the
domain of the signals (see Klemperer 1999; Milgrom and Weber 1982).

3. Consider a bidder with value v in a second price auction where w is the highest other bid. Assume that the
bidder submits a "shaded" bid, v - x. If v - x > w, s/he wins and pays w just as s/he would have if s/he bid v.

Also, if w > v, s/he loses and pays nothing just as if s/he bid v. But, if v > w > v - x, the bidder loses the
auction by bidding v - x and forfeits the surplus v - w obtained by bidding v and winning. Thus the bidder
never gains by submitting a shaded bid, but may lose some surplus. Now assume that the bidder submits an
aggressive bid v 4- x. If v > w, the bidder wins and pays w just as if s/he bid v. If w > v + x, the bidder loses

and pays nothing just as s/he would have by bidding v. However, if v + x > w > v, then the bidder wins but
pays an amount w > v and has a negative surplus. Thus, the bidder never gains by submitting an aggressive bid
that exceeds value, but may have a negative surplus. Hence, it is dominant for the bidder to submit a bid equal

to his/her value (see also Klemperer 1999).
4. For the IPV case, the predicted bids and revenues are identical for the Japanese and English variants of the
open ascending auction. Therefore RE holds irrespective of the specific variant considered.

5. Given an ordered set of bids, bltb2, . .., bn, the probability that bidder 1 wins is: P(i) =
byLbj-, (bj > 1; c > 1). Thus, the higher the bid, the higher is the probability of winning the auction.
Equal bids have equal win probabilities. The rule reduces to the traditional deterministic rule when c -> 00.
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